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ABSTRACT
“among”
Private Face to Face collaboration System
During a session often people pass messages between them, tend to share documents,
Images, videos among them, and end of the session getting feedback and scheduling
for next session.
Every session is a collaboration and it’s very often happen face to face, none of the
current collaboration tools specialized and fulfil the needs of face to face
collaboration.
In depth, face to face collaboration contains several issues .Passing memos around the
table, miming words for hint your party always happen in tables of conversation and
most of the time, sharing confidential documents via outside networks carries a decent
risk. Sharing common document in a session such as agenda, minutes and reports
using outdated paper documents is cost effective, and difficult to use with electronic
devices .considering a large meeting with hundreds of people taking feedback takes a
huge time and effort and it cost a lot in terms of human resources and financial
resources.
“among” is a project which focused to solve problems and inefficiency in face to face
collaboration by providing an application which consist specialized communication
methods and integrated back up options, and which can be deployed in a local
wireless network .

Goal
Building a platform independent collaboration application which specialized for face
to face collaboration.

Objectives
“among” should be facilitates a face to face collaboration in terms of functionality and
efficiency, independent of number of users with a high rate of data transfer and
instantly configurable manner.

Tentative Problem Definition
General problems of a face to face collaboration can be caused in several stages of a
particular collaboration
Data transfer:
Finding a common way of transferring E-data & information among the people
who collaborate in sessions, is a considerable problem
Data storing:
There is reasonable risk and non-preferable on storing confidential data on
internet servers
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Cost:
People who collaborate face to face do not prefer internet cost for their data
Sharing:
Collaboration needs electronic communication devices such as projectors
Cost of equipment’s for sharing and gathering information such paper, printed
materials
Privacy:
Members do not prefer to share their private data via internet or other public
media
Sharing data with another member personally in a particular meeting finds
difficult
Portability:
Facilitating a meeting cannot be easily done within a different environment
(Example: in the places which have lack of equipment like projectors & devices.
Low strength internet connection makes difficulty in sharing contents
Ease of access:
Access to the online tools requires reasonable internet strength and it is time
consuming.
Information gathering:
Process of feedback is time consuming and cost effective.
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LIST OF ABREVIATIONS
F-T0-F / Face to face collaboration -Group of people working towards one goal with
the participation of every member of the group is called collaboration. When
collaboration happens with physically presented members is considered as face to face
collaboration.
Member- person who uses the application for purpose of collaboration/response to
host /store files. Member can be a host.
Host-person who organize (schedule session options, reschedule options, confirm a
session).Host can be a member.
Session-events where face to face collaboration happens, like meetings, discussions.
Session schedule layer (upper layer)-architecture which helps to organize the
sessions in distanced using internet.
IEEE-
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MAIN BODY OF THE TEXT
1. CHAPTER 1- Introduction
Every organization believes collaboration as a critical task to achieve goals, and
collaboration tools play a major role of reducing difficulty of the task.
Face to face collaboration identified more efficient way rather than online
collaboration, but major collaboration tools focused on online collaboration. “among”
focused to build a collaboration tool which is specialized to facilitate face to face
collaboration ,
What is face to face collaboration?
Group of people working towards one goal with the participation of every member of
the group is called collaboration. When collaboration happens with physically
presented members is considered as face to face collaboration. Considering the unique
nature of face to face collaboration, this application proposes a wireless Ad-hoc
network to share contents.

Wireless Network
Laptops, smart phones, tablets and many other types of consumer devices support
wireless network connections. Wireless has understandably become the preferred form
of computer networking for many people due to its portability and convenience.
Wireless is a more modern alternative to traditional wired networking that relies on
cables to connect network able devices together. Wireless technologies are widely
used in both home and business computer networks. A wireless computer network
offers several distinct advantages compared to a wired network but is not without
downsides. Advantages of wireless technology include mobility (portability and
freedom of movement) and elimination of unsightly cables.

Wi-Fi is the industry name for wireless local area network (WLAN) communication
technology related to the IEEE 802.11 family of wireless networking standards. Wi-Fi
technology first became popular with 802.11b, introduced in 1999 and the first
standard in that family to enjoy mainstream adoption. Today, Wi-Fi refers to any of
the established. The performance of a Wi-Fi wireless network connection depends in
part on signal strength. Between a computer and Wireless access point, the signal
strength in each direction determines the data rate available on that connection.
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Ad-hoc wireless network
Peer-to-peer connections over Wi-Fi are also called ad-hoc wireless networks. Ad hoc
Wi-Fi supports a wireless local network containing two or more local devices.
Although peer-to-peer wireless offers a simple and direct way to share information
between devices, take appropriate network security precautions to ensure malicious
people do not connect to peer network sessions
An Ad- hoc network allows each device to communicate directly with each other.
There is no central Access Point controlling device communication. Ad- hoc networks
are only able to communicate with other Ad- hoc devices, they are not able to
communicate with any Infrastructure devices or any other devices connected to a
wired network.
More than one laptop can be connected to the ad -hoc network, as long as all of the
adapter cards are configured for ad-hoc mode and connect to the same SSID (service
state identifier). The devices need to be within 100 meters of each other. Other
limitations of ad hoc wireless networking include:, support up to 802.11g, and a data
rate of 11 Mbps.

Our project
“among” focused to build a collaboration tool which is specialized to facilitate face to
face collaboration, “among” is platform in-depended ,use local network and introduce
new communication concept for collaboration tools
Considering Srilanka, pure internet strength makes online collaboration inefficient in
rural areas. People do not prefer the cost of internet specially when collaborate face to
face. Immense of E-Learning throughout the country requires more face to face
collaboration which can be supported by this application
Narrow-casting, a positive feature of Ad- hoc used for face to face collaboration and
new communication concepts of application, makes it innovative.
Photo Transfer App :Photo Transfer App allows you to quickly copy photos and
videos between your iPhone, iPad, Mac or PC using your local Wi-Fi network is one
of application of Ad- hoc sharing tool on the other hand “teambox”,”asana”, “weaver”
are available online collaboration tools.
Since none of the collaboration tools specifically addressed the problems in face to
face collaboration and provided a specialized solution “among” is the very first
application caters the need of face to face collaboration. The need of “among” exist
without boundaries and geographical difference, a higher demand expected.
Questionnaires, user stories, survey, on site visit and beta-test are main way of
requirement gathering.
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2. CHAPTER 2- Similar Systems
There are several applications available in different platforms for solving problem
regarding the distanced communication using mobile devices. Photo Transfer App
:Photo Transfer App allows you to quickly copy photos and videos between your
iPhone, iPad, Mac or PC using your local Wi-Fi network is one of application of Adhoc sharing tool on the other hand “teambox”, ”asana”, “weaver” are available online
collaboration tools.
Since none of the collaboration tools specifically addressed the problems in face to
face collaboration and provided a specialized solution “among” is the very first
application caters the need of face to face collaboration. The need of “among” exist
without boundaries and geographical difference, a higher demand expected.
Below diagram depicts main and popular mobile applications which have developed
for different purpose of sharing files.
Solving issues regarding a common problem cannot be specialized, less customized
and focused on main areas of the issue. It generally solves only the main issues
otherwise it will be more complicated to use the application for a particular simple
area of the same application.

Other Related Products
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3. CHAPTER 3- System Analysis and Design
This project defers by mainly two concepts from other application. One is problem
focused area is simple & not complicated. Second one availability of the application in
different environment
Unless focus generally on communication problem this project considers only the
issues regarding the face to face collaboration. As mentioned previously among
considers mainly three layer problems in face to face collaboration
 Organizing, arranging & scheduling a session
 Sharing files and communication throughout the session
 Gathering feedback & storing old data at the end of the session
Application is totally in-depended on other large system. It’s totally self –contained
and it has many different features as well as some similar features with compare to
other systems which are in marketplace
Similarities:
In file sharing method like private and public content sharing,
Different:
Using LAN technology (peer to peer ad hoc network)for sharing files .does not
require internet facility when sharing files inn face to face collaboration
There are lack of face to face collaborative tools and still there are some few issues in
Currently Developed tools, so this will be huge advance to the community.
This Mobile Application should consist of three layers .Session schedule layer,
Collaborative Layer and Backup Layer. Each layer throws data into relevant database
and Space. Session schedule layer communicate with Collaborative Layer. And
Collaborative Layer communicates with Backup Layer.

Block diagram
12

Session Schedule Layer:

Has to send details of suggested meetings to users and get their response and report
them to host. Again session schedule layer send details of fixed meetings to the users.
Moreover this layer should generate login for specific meeting and send them to
relevant user. The entire tasks under this layer happening using internet.
Finally above details of users and meeting, transfer to the collaborative layer.
Collaborative Layer:
Keeps the details of users and meeting. Once users sit on meeting, this layer helps to
share/view/send messages, media files, documents, Texts and links to the users. This
layer holds two privacy settings those are Public and Private. It will keep separate two
panels under these layers. Each panel holds a posting popup interface that user can
easily
Stick/interact with meeting. After end of each session, there is a popup that can upload
content that shared/send/viewed while meeting happening. For this process
“Collaborative Layer” should transfer that content to “Backup Layer”.
“Collaborative layer” is a Hybrid mode layer, when it interacts with “Meeting
Schedule Layer”, it works on internet mode. After end of that task it will switch to
LAN mode and start processing file sharing using LAN technology.
Relationship showed when system uses local storage for database in middle layer
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Backup layer:
Again it switches to internet mode when it wants to connect to backup layer. After
popup arise in Collaborative Layer phase then users accept backup response all above
content hand over that to this layer, Backup Layer is uploading all the content to cloud
server that appeared on user’s device while meeting happening .each uploading
happening separately, to their privet server space.

“among” targets users of every mobile devices involves in face to face collaboration.
But this project demonstrate only for a particular platform. Specifically “among” build
with following main features
1. Sharing contents to everyone in the session.
2. Private message feature between users
3. A time bound content sharing
4. Gathering feedback

Identified functional requirements of “among” are
 User who joins the collaboration should be able to access them using proper
authentication via the “among”
 Public profiles of other users connected should be visible
 Users in a particular area (meeting) should be able to communicate multidirectional
 Sharing contents to everyone in the session.
 Should be able to get collect feedback to one person
 Private message feature between users
 A time bound content sharing
 Content can be browsed in local storage as well as internet
 Scheduling next meeting
 Proper way to back up files end of session
And the non-functional requirements are
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Product Requirements:
 The system should be easy to use by non-experienced users and hence should
provide a graphical user interface.
 Handling files should be done by Drag and drop
 Cross platform compatibility
Security Requirements:
 The system shall not disclose and personnel information to the other users to
of the system
 User should be authenticated before connecting sessions
Organizational Requirements
 Available in all software markets (Google app store ,app store)
 ISO 11000, which will offer a collaboration-building framework that is
flexible and mindful of different cultures should be followed.
Different type of devices, software development tools and supervising support are
main resource requirement of the “among”
Performance Requirements
The minimum number of devices should be connected is 2.
90 % of the connection will be established within 10 seconds Host can be changed to
another member when the previous host is not available

Software System Attributes
Reliability
Content should be shared within the members who have invited to the session. Each
member of the session should be identified uniquely to communicate with exact
person. Peer to peer connectivity should not be depend on a single particular
device/user
Availability
The system shall allow users to re-join the session after failure happens in middle of
the session. The system shall allow users to re-join the session after a disconnection
due to the out of range
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Security
Every single session should be protected using proper authentication for every user.
The system shall not disclose and private information of a particular user to other.
Maintainability
Older versions of the application shall be upgradable to newer versions, All Updates
of the application should be available in a particular application store .Proper version
control scheme should be followed
Portability
Abstract system contains three major component ,Session schedule layer
Collaborative layer and Back Up layer .Session schedule layer shall be accessed
remotely and 80% of the subcomponents should be reused for all three major mobile
operating systems ,Android ,Windows And iOS .

In the mid layer ,100 % native code for the particular mobile operating system is
required, Connectivity ,database management are common functionalities 50% of this
functionality should be achieved using common code (Libraries)
Third layer back up the local storage into remote server using internet, 50 % of this
layer contains components should contain common for all mobile operating systems

4. CHAPTER 4- System Development
The project among has developed in android Operating System (minimum android
version 2.2).Collaboration & Content sharing can be achieved by all devices which are
connected through Wi-Fi network. Single device create a Access point with secured
access password and other devices connect to that single access point through
network. When connection and network become stable it will allow the devices to
communicate in one-to-many /many-to-many manner.
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Connecting Services inside the network consist of several stages
a. Connect to the Bus
b. Register Bus Objects
c. Register Signal Handler
d. Advertise Well-Known Name
e. Discover Well-Known Names
f. Create a Session
g. Join a Session

Connect to the Bus

Register Bus Objects

Register Signal Handler
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Advertise Well-Known Name

Discover Well-Known Names

Create a Session

Join a Session
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The overall architecture of the collaboration shown in below diagram
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5. CHAPTER 5- Testing an Evaluation
Separate testing has done after each and every module developed and system testing
has done after integrated modules as a system. Final developed application is tested on
android version 4.4 using 5 devices within 50 m distance from host device.
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6. CHAPTER 6- Conclusion and Future Work
Continuing this project to build applications for other platforms expands usage of the
application. Integrating with current online tools scales up the functionality of the
application.
Adding more features such as video streaming, music sharing make using this
application in different environments. And can be expandable for localised social
media which connects real people in real places.
Handling files in a drag-drop mode, ease of configuration make user friendliness of
the application. As security features user authentication and backup options to be
added to the applications. To keep the consistency of the version, a version upgrade
feature can be provided. To maintain the quality of application, native development
tools are to be used. As quality assurance measurements ISO 9001 used
Expandability of the “among” can be differ from the environment and approach which
is used .Expanding the platforms of our product. This will increase the usage of the
application.

 Adding features as video streaming, music sharing so that we can use
this application not only in sessions but also in different environment.
 Expanding this application for localized social media which connects
real people in real places.


Integrating with current online tools such as “Meetup “scales up the
functionality of the application.
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USER MANUAL
11.1 General Task
11.1.1 Installation
1.1. Download from Google Play
Current version of the software is available at Google play (Android Application
Store) .Login using your registered Google account to the store .Download the free
application into your device.

1.2. Get APK file from other methods to device (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi & Directly from
PC)
An apk file shared from a peer device can be used as an installation media, when
installing allow your device to install applications “not are from Google play”.
1.2.1. Installation Steps
Method 1: Download & Install application via Google Play

Method 2: Install the apk file receive via Bluetooth/Wi-Fi or Directly from PC
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2.1. Click on the file you received via Bluetooth/Wi-Fi or Directly from PC

2.2. If you download the application using 1.2 choose “package installer” and allow
“just once”
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If a message appear stating that “installation blocked” when you’re trying to install
2.2.1in android version 4.0 or above
Tap settings, tap application manager and tap security and finally check
the box for unknown source feature and retry.
2.2.2in android version below 4.0
Tap settings, tap applications and check the box for unknown sources
2.3. Finish the installation by clicking “finish” button appear at the end of installation.
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2.4. Check the application at home screen.

2. Updating & Troubleshooting
Whenever the update available play store will be updated
3. Uninstallation
Method 1: Uninstall application using default uninstallation method in your device (A
long touch prompt you to the settings menu for the application)
Method 2: Using Android Default Setting
STEPS
Find Settings on your Device
in Setting Menu Click “More Setting” or “More” Label
Find Application Manager and Click on it
you’ll see the installed application list
Click on “AMONG”
Click “Uninstall”
Click “Ok” on popup window
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11.2 Root task
1. Enable WIFI on Device
1.1. Using Android Default settings

STEPS
Find Manuel “Settings” on your Android Device
Go to “Wireless & Network” Section.
Under above section there you can turn on Wi-Fi by ticking the in frontof “Wi-Fi”
Label
2. Create the Hotspot
2.1. Method 1 : Create the Hotspot Using MHotspot

STEPS
Enable Wi-Fi
Download mHotspot (Free Hotspot app)
Open “mHotspot” Application
Insert Hotspot Name and Password .Then Click “Ok”
29

2.2. Method 2 : Create the Hotspot Using Android Default settings

STEPS
Find Manuel “Settings” on your Device
Go to “Wireless & Network” Section.
Under above section you need to click "More…”
Then you need to Click on “Tethering & portable hotspot”
Under above section you need turn on “Portable Wi-Fi hotspot” by ticking
Then Click on “Portable Wi-Fi hotspot settings”
Set a Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc Network by Inserting Network SSID and Password. (Root person
should share these details with the participants.)
If it is open network, choose security option as “Open” no need to insert
password
If it is secured network, you need keep security option as “WPA2 PSK”
(Example: here “Hello” is the Hotspots name and Password is “12345678”)
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2.3. Method 1&2: Abort Hotspot

STEPS
Find Manuel “Settings” on your Device
Go to “Wireless & Network” Section.
Under above section you need turn off “Wi-Fi” by ticking off.
3. Channel Configurations
3.1. Create new Channel

STEPS
Open “AMONG” Application
Go to “Settings” tab
Click on “Set Channel Name” Button.
Enter the Channel Name that you’re hoping to use throughout the session in the popup
window textbox, then Click “Ok”
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3.2. Advertise new Channel

STEPS
After the above 3.1 step you can Click “Start Channel” Button. Then Click “Ok”
Button for popup window.You will see channel state show “Advertised”
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3.3. Join Advertised channel

STEPS
After above 3.2 step Go to “Home” tab
Click on “Join Channel” Button.
You’ll See Available and advertised Channel list.
Then Click on the channel name you’re hope to use
3.4. Quit Channel

STEPS
Go to “Home” tab
Click on “Leave Channel” Button.
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4. Register Channel
4.1. Register the Device under Advertised channel
Here Root Person should register root device name. It should happen under advertised
channel. Generally Root Person can enter first name or string. If another general user
wants to send private message to this root, then that user needs to know root entered
name. That's why we generally facilitate use root person first name for this.
Example: If Root person name is "Gihan Thamaranga". Then generally he can enter
his first name "Gihan", if their multiple similar first names in specific session then he
should find unique name for that session "Gihan2" or suitable string "002".

STEPS
Go to Settings tab.
Click "Connect With Hotspot” Button.
Insert Root Name that hope use in throughout the session in above pop-up window.
Click "Ok" Button.
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11. 3 Client task
1. Connect to the Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc Network
If any Client/user wants to participate to the conversation/Session first he/she needs to
connect to the Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc Network Created by Root Device.
Example: Lets Says Root Person Created a Wi-Fi network call “General” Password:
“12345678”.then user should appear this General Wi-Fi network , as soon as he/she
click on that network name and when insert the password he/she able to connect to
this network.
1.1. Enable Wi-Fi

STEPS
Find Manuel “Settings” on your Device
Go to “Wireless & Network” Section.
Under above section there you can turn on Wi-Fi by ticking the in frontof “Wi-Fi”
Label
1.2. Search Available Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc Network
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Under “Wireless & Network” Section there you can find label call “Wi-Fi
Settings”
Click on “Wi-Fi Settings”
You will see the all the Wi-Fi networks, Identify the correct network that created by
Root Person.
(NB: If you want to the all the available Wi-Fi networks, first you should enable the
Wi-Fi)
1.3. Connect to the Related Wi-Fi Network
Click on The correct Wi-Fi network that according to the details provided by Root
Person.
Insert the Password relate to that Wi-Fi network.
(NB: Normally This Password root person should write down in black/white board or
announce it after he/she create the Wi-Fi network)
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2. Channel Configurations
2.1. Join Advertised channel
If any user wants to participate to the conversation he/she needs to connect to the
channel second.
Example: If a root person creates Channel call “UCSC” then user should enable Wi-Fi
and Connect to the “UCSC” channel.

STEPS
After above 1.1 & 1.2 steps Open “AMONG” Application and go to “Home” tab.
Click on “Join Channel” Button. You’ll See Available and advertised Channel list.
Then Click on the channel name you’re hoping to use.
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2.2. Register the Device under Advertised channel
Here user/client should register user/client device name. It should happen under
advertised channel. Generally client Person can enter first name or string. If another
general user or root person wants to send private message to this client/user, then that
person needs to know this specific person entered name. That's why we generally
facilitate use clients first name for this.
Example: If client name is "Sahan Wanigasinge". Then generally he can enter his first
name "Sahan", if their multiple similar first names in specific session then he/she has
enter unique name for that session "Sahan02" or suitable string "005".

STEPS
Go to Settings tab.
Click "Connect With Hotspot” Button.
Insert Root Name that hope use in throughout the session in above pop-up window.
Click "Ok" Button.
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1.3. Quit from Channel
After Join a session any Client/User can quit from channel/session any time.
Normally participants leave these kinds’ sessions because of their personal matters or
General matters. However using this option they can leave any moment.

STEPS
Go to “Home” Tab.
Click "Leave Session” Button.
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2. Send Messages
This is the main feature of this application. User/Client can use this section to send
public/private messages
2.1. Send Public Messages

STEPS
Go to “Message” Tab.
Click on “Select Recipient! “ .
Within the Select Recipient Text box , Type as “public”.
Type the message you want to send.
Click “Send” Button.

.
(NB: As soon as he send everyone who joined this session will see the this message)
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2.2. Send Private Messages

STEPS
Go to “Message” Tab.
Click on “Select Recipient! “.
Within the Select Recipient Text box, Type the person name you want to
communicate.
Then Type the message you want to send in message box.
Click “Send” Button.
(NB: As soon as he/she send, only the specific person will see that message, but both
people should joined related channel/session)
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3. Share Contents
This is the content sharing feature of this application. User/Client can use this section
to send resource link/slide/image/zip/rar file or any kind file in public/private mode.
2.1. Share content -Public

STEPS
Go to “Message” Tab.
Click on “Select Recipient! “ .
Within the Select Recipient Text box, Type as “public”.
In front of the Select recipient text box you’ll see Button Call “Attachment”

Click the Button “Attachment” and attach the file you want to send.
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If you want a send message along with file/s Click on that “type message here” Text
Box.
Type your message.
Click “Send” Button.
Else leave “type message here” Text Box.
Click “type Message here” Button.
(NB: As soon as he/she sends everyone who joined this session will see this file)

2.2. Share content - Private

STEPS
Go to “Message” Tab.
Click on “Select Recipient! “.
Within the Select Recipient Text box, Type the person name you want to
communicate.
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I

if you want a send message along with file/s Click on that “type message here” Text
Box.
Type your message.
Click “Send” Button.
Else leave “type message here” Text Box.
Click “type Message here” Button.
(NB: As soon as he/she send, only the specific person will see that file, but both
people should joined related channel/session)
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SYSTEM MANUAL
User Characteristics
This application will be most welcomed among the people as many of the peoples are
holding mo-bile phones in their hand. Everyone is holding the mobiles phone for a
long time period so that the experience incurred in using the phone is high as well as
they will have a particular level of knowledge in using phones. As a result using our
application will be easier for them.

The minimum needs that the user should have
Have a smart phone (Only the phones where the application can run)
Device should contain at least Android version 2.2 and 512 RAM, Wi-Fi
function adapter
Have a minimum knowledge in using a mobile phone
Have a minimum level of knowledge in technical side
Here the user is expected to know about how to log in, how to share content in the
wall, how to send messages, drag and drop approach.
As many of the people are using Facebook and what Sapp our product can be easily
reach the market because we are having some features which are in these application.
Therefore the expected knowledge of using this application is very low thus it can
be used by vast range of people.
Now a day’s many of the people are using android hence our product designs in
influenced by this factor. Thus we need to consider the product design which will be
best suited for these operating systems.
This application is going to be used in a session where most valuable people of the
organization can be participated so that we should make sure that using this
application should them comfortable. Therefore this application should take less time
in doing its tasks such as when considering about uploading content here we need to
consider about the best way to upload so we can use drag and drop option. Since this
application is going to be implemented in valuable meetings each and every function
should be designed in a best way rather than a usual way

Constraints
Area of using the device in middle will be limited to LAN maximum capability 100m
Maximum single file size amount is 200 MB.
Wi-Fi strength may affect the requirement to be changed
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